Fiber Preparation
VARIOline

VARIOline

Save Energy with the VARIOline ECOrized

30% energy savings in
fiber transport

VARIOline ECOrized
Reliable Fiber Flow in All Production Conditions
The blowroom line VARIOline with new ECOrized option makes the line even more reliable
and allows even greater energy savings to be made.
The intelligent ECOrized software can be integrated into the Rieter blowroom control
UNIcontrol in order to control all the fans dynamically. If no material is required, for
example, the fan speed decreases. This ensures that fiber flows between the
individual machines in a highly energy-eﬃcient way.
The function readjusts automatically when the process
sequence or assortment is changed. This means that the
specialist no longer has to adjust the air balance manually.

VARIOline ECOrized Saves Energy
The VARIOline ECOrized solution reduces the energy
consumption of the pneumatic fiber transport system
throughout the blowroom system by as much as 30%.
The exhaust air volume in the filter system is kept low at
the same time.
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OUTSTANDING

ADVANTAGES

Maintenance Made Easy
The VARIOline ECOrized system also facilitates
predictive maintenance by suppling trend information that helps to avoid unplanned interruptions in
production.

A More Pleasant Working Environment
Furthermore, the VARIOline ECOrized solution also considerably
reduces the amount of dust in the blowroom thanks to the closed
exhaust air pipes to the filter station. This significantly improves
working conditions for operators.
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